Hello, I am the 'Super-Sentient, Technologically Enhanced Mechano-Mind!'

But you can call me S.T.E.M. for short!

This is SkyWatch, my satellite base. From here I can monitor the Earth for threats and dangers.

And assemble the STEM Squad, my team of heroes who use their skills and powers to protect the planet.

Each of my agents has a unique exo-suit that amplifies their abilities, giving them awesome super-powers that—

Uh-oh...

Danger! Danger! Incoming threat: Dragon Beach Solar Facility, Morocco.

Under threat of attack from an entity composed of ozone, carbon monoxide, oxides, and exotic radiation.

Uh-oh. A Smog Monster!

This is the word of the agents of C.A.A.D.E.S.

Activate the STEM signal!

STEM Squad assemble!
LONDON

Most people know June Anselmo, Wife as the founder of the Adams in Tech Coding School.

But when she is called into action by the STEM signal....

She becomes the superhero known as, 'Algorithm!'

Supercoder and technocratic, able to control and speak to any technology!

On my way, STEM!

She's the STEM squad's tactician and tech-brain.

Algorithm

Tim Peake is an astronaut with the European Space Agency and was a crew member on the International Space Station.

He was an ideal candidate for the STEM squad and, when called on, becomes...

Orbital!

He's the team's flyer! His suit amplifies his unique skills and abilities as an astronaut and test pilot. He can fly at supersonic speeds, even in space!

Orbital is inbound STEM. See you soon!

Orbital
James Young, double amputee who inspires everyone with his story and filmmaking about the limits of human-robot connection.

With his high-tech cybernetic arm, James is already part superhero...

But when alerted by the stem signal...

He becomes Bio Metal!

With enhanced cybernetic abilities and super technology, he is the team's muscle.

BIO METAL

Shrouk El-Attar, electronics design engineer and refugee activist who makes high-tech circuit boards for super robot machines (like me)!

When she's not inspiring the next generation of diverse engineers, Shrouk's alter ego is...

BRIGHT SPARK!

Able to manipulate all forms of electricity and create electric blasts, she's the team's energy-caster.

BRIGHT SPARK
DRAGON BEACH, MOROCCO.

STAND BY TEAM, I'M TELEPORTING YOU IN!

IT'S CREATED A CLOUD OF SMOKE THAT'S BLITZING OUT THE SUN AND MAKING THE SOLAR GENERATOR'S FAIL!

WHOA! HE'S WASH, UGLY TOO!

LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE AND PREVENT IT ATTACKING THE TECHNOLOGY!

STEM, TIM, I ARE HEADING BACK TO SPECTRANCE TO CONSTRUCT AN ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR!

WE'LL HOLD IT OFF AS LONG AS WE CAN!

STEM, CAN YOU HELP?

THE TEAM NEEDS YOUR HELP!

GET INVOLVED, JOIN THE STEM SQUAD!

TOGETHER WE'RE STRONGER!
NEWCASTLE.

HARRY GLOODHEAD IS NO USUAL SCHOOLBOY. HE’S BEEN WORKING WITH ME ON A SECRET PROJECT.

I JUST HOPE THINGS ARE PREPARED BECAUSE WE NEED ALL THE HELP WE CAN GET IF WE ARE TO DEFEAT THE SMOG MONSTER!

STEM!

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

STEM, I DIDN’T WANT TO PUT YOU INTO ACTION SO SOON, BUT IT’S AN EMERGENCY.

ARE YOU READY?

I’M READY, STEM!

HARRY, CAN YOU COME TO THE SHOPS WITH ME?

NOT NOW MUM, I’M BUSY...

LET’S DO THIS!

DRAGON BEACH, MOROCCO.

STEM, WE HAVE THE ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR.

YOU GOT IT! BUT THIS HORRIBLE THING IS PUTTING UP A FIGHT!

CAN YOU KEEP HOLDING THE MONSTER BACK TO GIVE US TIME TO DEPLOY IT?

IT’S TOO STRONG, WE’RE BARLEY CONTAINING IT!

WHAT? DRONES? THEY’RE BREAKING THE SMOG APART!

CAN YOU KEEP HOLDING THE MONSTER BACK TO GIVE US TIME TO DEPLOY IT?

STEM SQUAD, LET ME INTRODUCE YOU TO OUR NEWEST MEMBER...
INTELLI-DRONE!

My swarm of micro-drones will soon cut this monster down to size!

Drones, deploy laser fans, engage water burst!

STEM SQUAD ASSEMBLE!

Looks like engineering and technology have won the day again!

TO BE CONTINUED!
Have you got what it takes to join THE STEM SQUAD?
THE STEM SQUAD

TIM PEAKE
JUNE ANGELIDES
JAMES YOUNG
SHROUK EL-ATTAR
HARRY GOODHEAD

ARTISTS/WRITERS

ANDY LANNING
ANT WILLIAMS